Preventing Hypothermia

STAGES OF
HYPOTHERMIA

MILD

MODERATE

SEVERE

BODY TEMPERATURE
FAHRENHEIT
(CENTIGRADE)
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78.8
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PHYSICAL
SYMPTOMS

Normal
Hypothermia Starts
Shivering
Pulse Slows
Confusion
Shivering Stops
Respiration Rate Drops
Pulse Faint, Pupils Dilate
Muscular Rigidity Starts
Loss of Feeling
Comatose

Hypothermia Treatment
STAGE

MILD

MODERATE

SEVERE

DO. . .

Do minimize heat loss
Do move to a warm
environment
Do remove wet clothes
Do wrap in dry blankets
Do minimize heat loss
Do get medical help
immediately
Do minimize heat loss

DON’T. . .

Do not use heat pads or
hot water bottles
Do not give coffee,
tea, alcohol
Do not suppress shivering

Tips To “Cool The Cold”
•
•
•
•

Get adequate rest
Reduce or eliminate alcohol consumption
Wear proper clothing (gloves, boots, hats)
Eat light meals
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Loss Control CFLC

Working or playing in a cold and windy environment with improper or wet
clothing can result in loss of body heat. When the body cannot maintain the
heat loss, body core temperature will decrease. When body core temperature
drops to 95F° (35°C) a condition called hypothermia will occur. The body
will try to prevent this from occurring by constricting blood vessels and
increasing energy consumption by shivering.

•
•
•
•

Protect exposed skin
Change clothing if wet
Use foul weather gear in wet environments
Avoid windy, cold areas

For more information, contact your local Hartford
agent or your Hartford Loss Control Consultant.
Visit The Hartford’s Loss Control web site at
http://www.thehartford.com/corporate/losscontrol/

The information provided in these materials is intended to be general and advisory in nature. It shall not be considered legal advice. The Hartford does not warrant that the implementation of any view or recommendation contained herein will: (i) result in the elimination of any unsafe conditions at your business locations
or with respect to your business operations; or (ii) will be an appropriate legal or business practice. The Hartford assumes no responsibility for the control or
correction of hazards or legal compliance with respect to your business practices, and the views and recommendations contained herein shall not constitute our
undertaking, on your behalf or for the benefit of others, to determine or warrant that your business premises, locations or operations are safe or healthful, or are
in compliance with any law, rule or regulation. Readers seeking to resolve specific safety, legal or business issues or concerns related to the information provided
in these materials should consult their safety consultant, attorney or business advisors. All information and representations herein are as of March 2009.
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